
FUNDAMENTALS UNLIMITED

The negative toll of the pandemic on student learning has been well-documented, and 
educators understand the challenges that lie ahead in supporting the millions of students 
who have fallen behind. Of course, there is no magic wand, and no single strategy can 
possibly benefit all students. However, best practices and research do point to strategies 
that are effective, including the need for frequent assessment to identify individual gaps 
and access to quality differentiated instructional resources. 
     
Powered by Schoolwide, Inc., 
Fundamentals Unlimited is a digital 
curriculum platform designed to 
personalize literacy instruction and 
supplement the implementation of core 
reading and writing programs, including, 
but not limited, to Schoolwide’s 
Fundamentals Units of Study.

FUNDAMENTALS 
UNLIMITED OVERVIEW

Fundamentals Unlimited provides educators 
with digital access to Schoolwide’s full suite 
of proprietary literacy curriculum products for 
grades K–8, including:

• 120+ Units of Study
• 10,000+ individual lessons plans, 

appendices, and assessments
• Over 1,000 eBooks and digital short 

texts

HOW TO PURCHASE

Annual licenses to Fundamentals Unlimited are 
sold on a per-teacher basis, with one-, three-, 
and five-year options available. 

REQUEST A PRICE QUOTE!

Fundamentals Unlimited for 2022-23 has 
been enhanced to optimize users’ ability to 
expeditiously locate, access, organize, and 
share desired resources with both students 
and colleagues.

REQUEST A DEMO!

EXCITING UPGRADE FOR 2022-23!
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Telephone: 1.800.261.9964
Email: customersuccess@schoolwide.com



Fundamentals Unlimited users have unlimited access to thousands of classroom-tested resources 
and assessments that monitor student progress, evaluate student growth, support comprehensive 
literacy instruction, and meet students’ fluid and differentiated learning needs. This growing array of 
teaching resources and assessments includes:

• Ready-to-Use, Teacher-Friendly Lessons 
• Short Shared Texts and eBooks
• Anchor Charts
• Graphic Organizers
• Student Writing Samples
• Kid-Watching Tools
• Benchmark Assessments with Running Records
• Unit Summative Assessments and Quizzes
• Writing Prompts and Rubrics
• Student Self-Assessments and Surveys
• NEW! Resources to Support Multilingual Learners
• NEW! 40 Digital Texts with Guided Reading Plans

Schoolwide’s standards-aligned units support the 
diverse learning needs of students in grades K-8. 
Classroom teachers and specialists can easily 
supplement and customize units by selecting 
lessons, anchor charts, graphic organizers, texts, and 
assessments from varied grade levels and use the 
“My Folders” feature to differentiate instruction for 
small-group remediation and acceleration. 

Fundamentals Unlimited’s Unit Overviews have been 
expanded to include:  

• Individual unit planners and recommended 
pacing guides 

• Instructional videos and slide decks for 
professional learning

UNITS OF STUDY: Reading, Writing, 
Grammar & Conventions, Content 
Literacy, and NEW! Foundational Skills

THOUSANDS OF TEACHING RESOURCES AND ASSESSMENTS

ENHANCED UNIT INTRODUCTIONS 
AND OVERVIEWS
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Fundamentals Unlimited is integrated with both 
Google and ClassLink, providing convenient single 
sign-in options and the capability to seamlessly share 
resources, assessments, and texts with students. 

Fundamentals Unlimited includes 1,000+ eBooks and short texts for grades K–8, which are ideal for 
supporting independent practice and small-group work. Texts are easily searchable by reading level, 
genre, theme, and topic and can be opened and shared in Google Classroom.

SIGN IN WITH GOOGLE

INTERACTIVE STUDENT-FACING 
ASSESSMENTS AND RESOURCES

Fundamentals Unlimited includes thousands 
of editable student-facing appendices, student 
forms, graphic organizers, and assessments that 
teachers can share and assign.

eBOOKS AND SHORT TEXTS
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PROFESSIONAL LEARNING AND FUNDAMENTALS UNLIMITED

Schoolwide’s Educational Team can support you in recommending, curating, and customizing 
Fundamentals Unlimited’s resources to ensure that you achieve your desired teaching and learning 
goals.

CONTACT US FOR A FREE CONSULTATION

A sampling of our Professional Learning Experiences:

• Customize Units of Study in response to students’ 
learning needs and grade-level expectations.

• Create interdisciplinary Reading and Writing 
Units of Study that build content knowledge and 
develop strategic readers and writers. 

• Use leveled texts with paired Guided Reading 
lessons to plan for and implement effective small-
group instruction. 

• Utilize multilingual resources during whole-group 
and small-group instruction to scaffold language 
and content learning.

• Build text sets with strategy lessons for focused 
small-group instruction.

• Develop a grade-specific assessment toolbox to 
use across the year for monitoring progress and 
differentiating instruction.

• Curate lessons and resources to build word 
knowledge and integrate vocabulary.
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https://www.schoolwide.com/contact-us/

